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**Reviewer’s report:**

- **Major Compulsory Revisions**

  Why was the right myelolipoma also operated three months later? As an asymptomatic lesion <4 cm in size there is usually no surgical intervention necessary. Confident pathological diagnosis from the left lesion should have been available at this time.

  Histology (figure 3) shows only very few adipocytes between a full trilineage maturation of the three major blood-forming elements. The figure legend should reflect this.

- **Minor Essential Revisions**

  Please check the manuscript carefully for missing punctuation marks. Some space between words are missing (example “from bonemarrow”).

- **Discretionary Revisions**

  A bilateral extradrenal myelolipoma is rarer than a thoracic myelolipoma. The authors should discuss the literature how many of their 16 mentioned cases were also bilateral.
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